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Top 5 fingers 
Zac Gorman 
Fingers are an important tool for daily life, as we use them for just 
about everything. So, I figured it was, without a doubt, essential to 
make a nice, organized list, ranking each finger from fifth to first.
5 - The Pinky Finger 

Compared to the other fingers, the pinky is seemingly useless.  When 
you think of the pinky, not many uses for it come to mind. Now, 
there's probably a lot of pinky fanatics reading this article right now, 
thinking, "Who does this guy think he is, insulting my precious 
pinky!?" But the truth is, it's the weakest, shortest, most pointless 
finger.
4 - The Middle Finger  

The middle finger, mainly used as a means of expression, seems to be 
used in rather non-productive ways. It's only real purpose in society is 
to insult others with a simple flick. Considering it is usually the 
longest finger on the hand, it at least beats the pinky finger. 
3 - The Ring Finger 

Similar to the middle finger, the ring finger is only used for one sole 
purpose. But, while the middle finger is used as a means to show hate, 
the ring finger is used for love. It's not just a catchy title: the ring 
finger is used for rings, specifically wedding rings, and I guess 
marriage is a big deal or something.
2 - The Pointer Finger 

While the pointer finger is a respectable finger with multiple roles, its 
primary role is to point. And, as any well-mannered gentleman knows, 
pointing is rude. And so, by that logic, I am unable to give up the 
number one spot to a finger that betrays my gentlemanly nature.
1 - The Thumb 

Honestly, what else could it be, other than the one and only thumb? 
The thumb is an evolutionary gift, without which we would just be 
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slightly less hairy monkeys. The thumb gives humans that extra grip 
we so desperately need to adapt to the changing world. It's also used 
for thumbs up, which is probably more important than all that 
evolutionary stuff. 

Uncommon bookstore in Seattle 
Urban Clark 
In the International District, on South Weller Street, located inside 
an Uwajimaya (Japanese supermarket) branch, is one of the few 
Kinokuniya bookstore branches in the United States. Opened in 
1991, this bookstore contains many books imported from Japan, as 
well as other products, like music albums and CDs, stationery, and 
other types of merchandise. 
The bookstore contains a plethora of Japanese comics (manga) and 
novels, as well as their English-translated counterparts close by. 
There’s a whole section nearly covering an entire side of the store 
solely for all the Japanese books, and it even has a section on its 
smaller second floor dedicated to Chinese books! Many Japanese 
magazines are also sold at this store, some covering anime and manga 
news, and some covering things you would usually see in American 
bookstores, like sports and food. Many art books containing the 
sketches and beautiful colored illustrations of manga authors and 
animators are also sold here, including those from the authors of 
popular manga series like Naruto and One Piece. 
I usually come here sometime at the beginning of the month to buy 
manga or magazines, since the branch ships in new manga volumes 
and also might have stock issues near the end of the month. It’s a 
very large bookstore, and jam-packed with Japanese media, and some 
Western books, too. The store is open Monday-Saturday from 
10am-9pm, and on Sunday from 10am-8pm. I would highly 
recommend checking it out if you are a fan of Japanese literature or 
culture. 

Rebellion through sartorial 
choices 
How to make you mother cry through your fashion choices 
alone
Rex Sears 
Fashion among the youth can be incredibly important to both them 
and those charged with raising them, as it can be a very useful and 
fun tool to use to express yourself. However, when you wish, it can 
also be a valuable weapon. As long as it adheres to legal standards, 
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your body can be adorned with any varying number of cloth and 
colors, which can be truly offensive to the eyes, and your target can’t 
do anything about it once you’ve left the house wearing it. This goes 
beyond wearing clothing that has a mere offensive phrase printed 
onto it. This is visual assault and battery.
The person I most often do this to is my mother, as she has the best 
understanding of what goes well together out of anyone else I know. 
The most effective way to bring her displeasure, I’ve found, is to wear 
the style of pants known as “capris.” She takes umbrage with it due to 
its inability to cover the lower calf and ankle, leaving them exposed 
to the elements, and thus defeating one of the purposes of pants. 
This can be accentuated by specifically purchasing capris that are 
flared at the bottoms, thus adding to the discomfort. However, capris 
on their own are not enough.
One of the most well-known methods to bring displeasure to your 
fashion-conscious foe is through simply wearing Crocs and socks. 
However, if you wish to take it one step further, then, in my 
experience, wearing toe socks tends to confuse and distress the 
target. When it comes to shirts, anything that has a popped collar is a 
must, as it conveys your “rebellious” and “unique” tendencies, as 
collars are supposed to remain in their lowered state in a professional, 
respectable environment. Top this off with a fedora, and you have the 
most basic recipe for disaster. 
Please feel free to experiment on your own.

Bennett arrest ‘unacceptable’ 
Tara King Goldman 
Michael Bennett saw his life flashing right before his eyes on August 
27, 2017, in Las Vegas. A police officer singled him out of a crowd 
running from a loud sound.  Bennett was face down, his hands cuffed 
behind his back with a gun pointing at his head until the officer 
realized he was someone famous, an NFL football player for the 
Seattle Seahawks, and then he was released.
This kind of racist behavior from the police is unacceptable, and its 
frequency brings more attention to why some football players are not 
standing during the National Anthem.  They feel like they are being 
treated differently based on the color of their skin. This is a problem 
that you see too frequently with police officers and African American 
men. 
Many of Bennett’s African American teammates can recall a time 
when they were also singled out by police and treated unfairly based 
on their appearance. Luckily, the Seahawks are a very supportive and 
outspoken team. They are unlike other teams in that way.  The coach, 
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Pete Carroll, allows players to express themselves.  The Seahawks also show Michael Bennett their 
support by coming and standing by him during the national anthem. 
There is additional support about the race issue coming from other players around the league. When 
the Seahawks faced the Green Bay Packers, Michael Bennett’s brother Martellus Bennett raised his fist 
during the national anthem, echoing a human rights salute that first came about in the 1968 Summer 
Olympics. Michael Bennett’s has said Aaron Rodgers wants to do more. During a 2016 Town Hall 
Seattle discussion Bennett said, “…for example, talking to Aaron Rodgers…he tells me,…‘man, Michael, 
I wish I could do what you do.’” Bennett continued, “because at the end of the day, you know [Rodgers] 
is from a different part. Enough players have to go out and stand on the line to create change. We 
cannot hold the NFL accountable if we are not accountable.”  
Maybe we can all help those who have taken a knee to stand up, by changing how we all view others in 
this world.

Fish, frog legs & unforgettable food 
Alex Okabayashi 
When I walked into Kedai Makan on a late July afternoon, in the beautiful Capit0l Hill neighborhood, 
I entered with multiple big glowing question marks darting around my head. Malaysian cuisine is not 
something you see too often in Seattle, this restaurant being one of the three in the area that focus 
primarily on the culture. However, it’s hard to see why no one is demanding for some Malaysian grub. 
Located in Southeast Asia, Malaysia is like the America of the East: a melting pot. We’re talking 
Chinese, Indian, Portuguese, and even British influences all combine into one big splat of a food scene. 
With chaos comes intrigue, and I entered with all sorts of fishy (in all the good ways), spicy notes 
fluttering through my nose.
I ordered the fried spicy frog legs, and Roti Jala. The Roti Jala is a flat bread seasoned with turmeric 
which has a unique feature to it. The translation is “net bread,” giving the appetizer a whole different 
feeling in your mouth than your complimentary Olive Garden breadsticks. The bread was plastered 
across a beautifully designed plate with red and yellow Asian decor, with a side of lamb curry for 
dipping. The lamb was tender, and gave the curry a richness (that gamey cuts like this provide) that 
added depth. The curry itself was not too spicy, and instead focused more on the coriander and cumin 
flavors. Together, it proved to be a delightful start. 
The frog legs were delightfully crunchy and somehow light, considering the pile of roasted chilis, 
peanuts, and fried shallots that were on them. Frog legs taste like chicken, as many may know, and who 
doesn't like chicken? With a light fry that kept them juicy and sizzling, and a sweet soy sauce unique to 
Malaysia—these legs were cleaned to the bone.
I left with a stomach that was slightly not prepared for the intense flavors of Kedai Makan, but was 
extremely satisfied nonetheless. I went from knowing only a few basic facts of Malaysia and the 
countries around it, to indulging in such a hidden gem. This was something I will not forget for a long 
time. Check out Kedai Makan and support local restaurants!
Score: light 9/10
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Creatures from Starbound
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